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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This is a survey of an Adult Education Program in
the Pine Valley Negro Schools located in the Caddo Parish
in North Louisiana.
In making a study of this nature, the writer feels
there were specific purposes in the minds of those who organized the adult school and he proposes to find out whether
or not the school is using all available resources necessary
to meet the needs of the people of the community.
If they do not, the writer proposes to find out what
resources are available and in what ways can they be utilized in order to strengthen the abilities of the people so
they may more adequately and effectively meet their needs.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is being made to evaluate
the adult education program by means of a community survey
and analysis of factors associated with the economical,
socio-economic and educational status of the adults of the
Pine Valley School Community.

Upon the basis of the data

obtained from the survey, the writer proposes to appraise
the program and offer recommendations and suggestions that

1
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will strengthen the program in the community so that it
will better serve the purpose for which it was organized.
Significance of the Problem
The writer feels that all communities should attempt to improve their educational facilities, and as communities attempt to improve their educational facilities,
individualized planning by adult learners emerge as a necessary part of the communities educational objectives. As
adult society becomes more complex, the need for information about that society becomes more acute, as teachers attempt to individualize instruction, the need for more a~d
better information about learners becomes more essential.
Definition of Terms
The phrase program of adult education refers to a
plan of procedures followed in the education of adults who
are engaged in educational activities voluntarily entered
into after the original period of formal schooling has
ended.

Whatever the stage at which a person leaves school

he has many and varied opportunities to continue his education.

In fact,. all men and women continue to learn as

long as they live, whether or not they attend classes or
consciously seek l earning in other ways.

No one is too

old to learn, and systematic learning is both pleasant and
profitable.

Such learning may enable a person _to get bet-

ter jobs and higher pay; it will certainly enrich his life

3
by increasing his understanding and appreciation of the
world in which he lives . 1
Procedures.

This term includes those required in

the administration of the ~ducational enterprise, the
scheme of organization employed, and both the course content and method of teaching involved.
The School.is a term used in this study referred
to as an organized group of pupils pursuing defined studies at defined levels and receiving instruction from one
or more teachers .
Family.

A group in organized society, consisting

of a man, his wife and children; the term is applied also
to those having common ancestry, grouped in tribes clans
or races .
Community.

A group of people living in one local-

ity or region under the same culture and having a common
geographical focus for their major activities.
Home and family life.

This term refers to that

portion of living in which a group of related persons are
associated closely with each other and as individuals or
as a group carrying out activities having relationship to
their common interests as members of a family .
Sour ce of Information
I n this study, textbooks and phampl ets pertinent
1 The American Educational Encyclo~edia (Lake Bluff:
Illinois: The United Educators, Inc. , 19 6), p. 76 .
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to the field of education were used in addition to certain
selected professional journals, such as the National Education Association.
tions made.

An

introduction is expressed and assump-

Related l iterature of community civic educa-

tion, the population of the Negro, and the use of the school
in community adult education have been reviewed.

The eco-

nomic, civic, and sociological status of the Pine Valley patrons have been described .
Basic Assumptions
·This study is based' on the following assumptions:
(1) any elaboration on the subject or objectives of adult
education must be focused toward needs of the people; (2)
that the needs of the community are of such nature as to
support a program for adults; (3) that there is a positive
interest on the part of the citizens to support the adult
education program.
As adults are encouraged to become more self directive, their need for understanding themselves becomes more
evident.
In presenting material found in this study, the
writer is presenting a source of materials which will prove
valuable in evaluating the adult education-program of the
local citizenry.

Such a study will enable the teachers to

detect the significance of the needs of Pine Valley Community .

This, of course, will serve as implications for

a reformation of community educational activities.
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It is because of these and many other similar conditions, the writer is concerned with appraising the adult
education program at Pine Valley School to determine its
effectiveness.
The writer also feels that more should be done by
the school to help adults with their varied and diverse
personal and social problems.

Some definite assistance

should be provided that will enable them to know exactly
where to go for help with the solution of problems that
confront them and are so important in their everyday life
situations.

In view of the employment outlook in and

around the school's setting, educational services which
are adequately organized should be made available to assist adults in establishing their educational and vocational objectives.
It is hoped that a study of this nature will bring
into focus a clearer picture of what is being done in the
Pine Valley School to foster better educational and vocational goals.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The canvass of the literature pertaining to adult
education programs reveals ·the fact that interests in
these areas have been unusually extensive.

It was revealed

that numerous problems confronted the sponsors of a program
for adults, but only a brief summary of work done on problems closely related to the one at hand will be given here.
Howard Y. McClusky, Director of the Bureau of Studies and Training in Community Adult Education, University
of Michigan, in his discussion on education of young adults
had for his major divisions:

(1) the needs; (2) the provi-

sion that the United States makes for the education of its
youth; (3) the deficiencies in educational opportunities.
that affect Negroes; (4) youth in rural areas; (5) low income groups; and (6) early and middle teenagers who move
from job to job in an urgent drive to advance their voca~ l status . 1
, Among the more significant findings, McClusky reported that generally, adults fail to accept liberal provisions for employment, whereas youth between the ages of
1Howard Y. McClusky, Handbook on Adult Education
(New York: The Association Press, 1948), p. 136.
6
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eighteen and twenty-five engage in regular employment.
However, they need to attend evening classes and other programs that are planned for their needs.
A work more specificall~ devoted to the improvement
of the parent in the community is Lane's "Your Part in Your
Child's Education. "

Lane finds that parents are, as she

terms it, coming to life and becoming more aware of their
civic and community responsibilities .
dicts

11

Therefore, she pre-

an unprecedented improvement during the next few

years in homes and schools and other institutions serving
chil dren."

She implies that the cause of the growing aware-

ness of adult responsibility stems from the war.

Parent and

school organizations and media of communications, such as
radios and books, also help .
Also found in the discussion are several kinds of
help parents are in need of.

These kinds of assistance are:

(1) those relating to children; (2) school; and (3) immediate community. 1
Lane discusses in detail some methods of organizing
parent groups .

Many of these suggestions for organization

can be applied to civic education groups .

She points out

how organizations get started and gives the preliminary
steps in setting up an organization and in conducting community meetings.

Characteristics of parents organizations

lBess B. Lane, Your Part in Your Child's Education
(New York : McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1948), p. 252.
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are discussed.

It was stated that such groups need to fur-

ther their own education, hel p to guide public opinion, get
training in leadership, work with activities and build good
rel ationships throughout the community.

There were a num-

ber of suggestions made for community civic education program planning .

Among the advi sable suggestions are these:

(1) find out what your community thinks; (2) discover what
the community needs and wants, (3) learn commJ,lility resources;
and (4) summarize information and set up programs to meet
needs . 1
The actual conduct of parents ' meetings is described.
The wor k of parents in action is outlined.

Challenges to

progress are made, and sources of possible help are given.
Lane finds, in conclusion, that the parent group can be of
real service in implementing a program of civic community
education.
A Review of Adult Education Programs in Caddo Parish

A comprehensive survey of elementary and s econdary
education in Caddo Parish voted a .$20 , 000,000 bond issue
for school plant improvement on a Parish wide basis .

In

accordance with the Peabody survey, $10,000, 000 of this
amount was dedicated to Negro schools, both in the city
and rural areas .
Of great significance in the educational fields is
1 Ibid., pp. 29-58.
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the development of educational opportunities for adults .
Several types of adult education are listed in the Peabody
Survey :
1. Vocational training for individuals who wish to
qualify for better jobs .
2 . Refresher courses for individuals who wish to
resume occupations from which they have been absent .

3. College credit courses .
4. Discussion groups for the study of current
problems.

5.

Dramatics organizations .

6. Musical organizations.

7. Hobby groups
Since a certain number of these fall also into the
category of recreation or in a very general cultural pattern, they have not been given detailed consideration by
the committee.

The first two types of adult education

listed vocational training courses and refresher courses
are of great concern.
The Sub-Committee of this Survey on Employment
gives the following conclusion on this report:
1 . The Negro economic prosperity in the Parish is
directly related to his educational and skill level .
2. Acceptance by industry of Negro workers in
greater numbers must be a long range goal, for only
after the Negro worker has become thoroughly trained
can he be ready to compete with other workers in seeking recognition of his value to industry.
3. Since near maximum skill utilization has been
achieved, as shown by the fact that the unemployed
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Negro group contains no significant number of well
educated or skilled workers, the committee concludes
that only through devel opment of laten skills can
this group progress further.l
In 1954, one unit in vocational education in the
Parish was opened--the Shreveport School for Practical
Nursing.

This was made possibl e through a grant to the

State of Louisiana

by

the Kellogg Foundation , and is pre-

sently located in a building on the grounds of the Milam
Street Trade School .

Graduates who pass the examination

of the State Board of Practical Nurse Examiners are then
registered for hospital or private duty work . ·The course
runs fourteen months, the first four being spent in laboratory and classroom procedures, the last ten months in a
hospital under supervision.
Prior to 1952-53, the Caddo Parish School Board had
not included in its budget funds for a rehabilitation program.

Howeve~ under Act 252 , of 1950, the State Legislature

approved an expenditure of $25,000 for the fiscal year 1950,
and a like amount for 1951, dedicated to a state wide program of adult education to be administered through the State
Board of Education and ultimately by each local administrative unit.

In 1952, Legislature continued the program and

increased the amount to be spent to $100 , 000 for each year
of the biennial.

In anticipation of this source of revenue,

1Frank Hemenway (Chairman) , Council of Social
Agencies : Survey of the Negro Community (Shreveport,
Louisiana: The Shreveport Story, February 9, 1953).
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the Caddo Parish School Board budgeted $6,000 for a pilot
program for the school year 1952-53.

Since adult educa-

tion is a long range program, it is too early to forecast
the results, but at least a beginning has been made in
this needed area.
In many areas or regions in the South, there has
been revived an interest in fine handicraft work.

When-

ever such a movement has caught the imagination of a group
of people there have been remarkable results both in development of creative talents and in supplementing income.
For many, such work is a vocation; for many more it is an
interesting and productive avocation.

The possibil~ties

for such wo~k are many--leather work, fine cabinet work,
jewelry, ceramics, weaving and others .

The development of

such interests can cdme through existing educational institutions, other organizations, or hobby classes in a trade
school.
Cooperation in Family Life Education for Adults
Can there be cooperation without planning together?
If two or more organizations allow their names to be used
on the brochures and program leaflets, does that spell cooperation in.the program?

Does consultation among workers

to avoid overlapping services and conflicting meeting dates
constitute cooperation?

How could family education for

adults be extended through true cooperation among agencies
and organizations?

12

In 1955, the Home and Family Life Section of AEA
started a search for examples of cooperatively planned and
executed community programs of family life education for
adults.

It became apparent that there is much interest

and considerable activity throughout the United States in
family education, but usually each organization is working
independently. 1
Schools, social agencies, parent-teacher associations, agricultural extension, councils of churches, juvenile courts judges, colleges and universities reported interesting projects in hel~in~ parents and youth strengthen
and enrich their family li ~i ng. In some communities the
churches have taken the lead in providing adu1 t educa tion
in family life.

In others, the public school s , through

the adult education division, are pro,, J.ding numer" J.!.. ..,tudy
groups and classes.

Some are providing cooper.-~ ti

;,ar ent

operated nursery schools to assist parents in understanding
their children and themselves.

In many cases, membership

organizations like the Parent-Teachers Association or Federation of Women's Club or American Association of University Women, are sponsoring parent education.

Preventive,

rather than corrective treatment of misunderstandings in
human relationships seems to be the goal of most of the
programs which provide education rather than service.
1 Mary S. Lyle , "Home and Family Life Section,"
Adult Education, Vol. VII (May, 1957), 45-48.
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Some groups approach the study of family life from
the psychological angle, some from the sociological, some
from the practical, how-to-do-it point of view.

There are

problems in family living whose adequate solution require
an understand ing of all these approaches. If the agencies
and groups using the various basis would sum up their efforts, it would more than equal the effort of all working
alone.
Offerings for Out-of-School Adults
Providing for the educational needs of adults in
a community is a tremendous responsibility.

A

1955-56

announcement of the Adult Education Program of the Public
Schools of the District of Columbia, lists free courses in
weaving, clothing, foods, dramatics, sociology, watch repair, creative writing, barbering, steamfitting, and a _number of other subjects.

This variety enables almost any

woman or man to find a course that will be of personal
value.

The announcement indicates that most of the classes

are held at night.'

It lists a broad set of objectives as

follows:
1. Those who wish to complete the elementary or a

high school education.
2. Those high school graduates who must complete
special courses to enter higher educational institutions.
3. Those who need training to improve their earning power.
4. Those who wish training in trade or vocational
work.
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5.

Those who wish courses in teacher education.
or the enrichment of
life and civic responsi bil ity.

6. Those who wish studies

1

I n 1950, the Des Moi nes Adult Education Program
offered eight sessions on prenatal care .

Recently, a six

session course entitled "Psychological and Psychiatric
Aid for Parents of Physically Handicapped Children, " was
offered by the schools of Vallejo, California.

Courses

as specific as these two can be of great value to the persons for whom they are developed.

A series of forums ,

panels, other discussion groups , and film showings , all of
which deal provocatively with current social and international problems, can assist in developing an informed and
thoughtful citizenry. 2
At Tulare, California, an Adult Weekend school has
been in operation for more than twentY,-two ,years .

In the

winter of 1949-50, it held six Friday evening meetings-starting with an ou~standing speaker at six o'clock, followed by dinner at 7:15 p. m., music at 8:00 p . m., a second speaker at 8:30, and adjournment at 9 :45 p. m.

With

an almost universal five - day work ,week beginning on Monday
evening and Saturday, educational activities for employed
persons were provided·. 3

1The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals (Washington, District of Columbia, 1956), pp. 181-182.
2Illi., p .

181.

3Ibid., p . 193.
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Radio Education
Bossing had for his discussion in teaching in secondary schools, ''The radio and television in adult life is
meaningfu1. 111
The quality of the radio and television programs
listened to however, is a matter of some concern.

Studies

made of the types of radio programs listened to indicated
that the programs of a lighter vein were the most popular.
Adult radio tasts seem to parallel quite closely with adult
reading tastes. 2 However, it was estimated that almost one
quarter of all programs broadcast may be classified as educational.
The substantial group who respond to

11

quality" pro-

grams should both encourage and challenge educational leaders with the possibilities of radio education for adults.3
A movement called the Chautauqua Institution that
was founded in 187.9, gave advance ·t'raining to Sunday School
teachers at first, but soon included other areas of education in their program.
Now, Chautauqua offers about 100 courses in teaching.

These courses are under the direction of New York

1Nelson L. Bossing, Teaching i n Secondary Schools,
3rd. ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1952), p. 403.
2F. T. Spaulding, "High School and Life," The
Regents Inquiry (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
pp.

45'-46.

3Paul F. Lazansfeld Radio Listening in America
(New York: Prentice-Hall, fnc., 1948), pp. 49-55.
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University, which grants credit toward degrees for approved
courses at Chautauqua.

The popular programs of the summer

assembly are open to all adults.

They include operas, sym-

phony orchestra concerts, plays, and lectures.
Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle is a
course in home reading for adults, organized in August, 1878.
The course covers four years known as the American, English,
European, and classical years.
ature, and science are included.
wh~n the course is completed. 1

History, art, travel, literThe circle awards diplomas

Some Common Interests of Adult Educators
A report based on interviews with a miscellaneous
samplings of leader~ in four types of programs discloses:
(1)

American Association of University \'/omen; (2) public

schools; (3) proprietary schools; and (4) personnel training.2
White summarized his find~ngs to show that adult
education leaders have a high common interest in eight general topics.

They are:

1. To gain a better understanding of the basic

needs which cause adults to participate in educational
programs.
2. To gain a clearer insight into the changing interests of adults in vocations, religion, family leisure time activities, health, and other areas of l~fe.
1 The World Book Encyclopedia

(Chicago, Illinois:
Field Enterprises, Inc., 1955), pp. 133-135.
2Adult Education, Vol. VII, No. 4

223-225.

(1947), pp.•
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3. To increase one's ability to apply psychological principles to the selection of objectives.
4. To acquire techniques for relating our program
more closely to the needs and interests of adults.
5. To acquire techniques for relating our program
more closely to the needs and interests of the general community.
6. To become more skillful in recognizing the community needs and resources that are important to adult
education programs.
7. To develop a better understanding of the kinds
·of educational materials most suitable for mature people.
8. To become more familiar with the procedures for
keeping up with new devel~pments and materials for
adult education programs.
Of importance to the science of education is the

implication that the findings strengthen the concept of a
field of adult education. ·
A

Direction for Educational Programs
How well are our schools and the programs of other

educational agencies making the kinds of adaptations which
new circumstances require?

There can be no simple answer.

But the question must be continuously raised--and answers
sought--and programs evaluated in terms of findings. Findings, which may well represent a point for departure +n a
comprehensive study on a comparative colllI!lunity basis.

1ill,g., pp. 230-231.
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Conference consensus identified these adults
needs as:
1. More general adult education on the problems
of rural everyday living: marketing, food processing,
storage, home planningi health and sanitationt drought
and crop diseases, chi d care and nutrition, rarm
loans and taxes.
2. More information on social and economic problems as they affect the farmer in his relationships
with other Americans: farm cooperative enterprises,
irrigation and dams, rural electrification and hydroelectric plants, soil conservation, farm prices versus
consumer prices, the relationship of the farmer to organized labor, the advancement of our free, competitive enterprise system, farm subsidies and food surpluses.
3. More guidance in intercultural relations in understanding ethics, racial and religious groups in
this country.
4. More easy-to-read information of people of other
lands. The modern farmer wants to know what the social
revolutions mean as they rumble across the farm lands
of Asia and Africa. He wants to understand the problems of our Latin American neighbors and their agricultural progress.
5. More help for farm parents in dealing with the
needs and problems of youth: preparation for care ers
and jobs, emotional problems of growing up, boy and
girl relationships, recreation and the wise use of leisure time, famflY relationships, hobbies, and matters
of discipline.
Meeting the Interest and Needs of Adults Through Correspondence Courses
Where the number of adults desiring instruction in
a particular subject is too small to form a class, it is
generally possible to find a correspondence course to meet

1Adult Education Ideas (United States Office of
Education, (May, 1949), pp . 45-46.
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the need.

Combinations of lessons from more than one

course can be made to fit the interests and needs of a
specific adult.
For many people of mature years, correspondence
study is a particular well-suited way of learning.

Conse-

quently, correspondence courses can appropriately become a
part of the offerings of schools having adult education
programs .
The Curriculum and Its Relation to Guidance
Many conditions change from year to year while
others remain constant .

Curriculums need to be changed

from time to time, more often in some parts of a large
university, and frequently, in programs of adult education.

Facts which relate to the job market should be the

basis for curriculum changes.l

The assistance of several

philosophers and of a few scientists can be useful in the
interpreting process .

Their views can assist the educa-

tor in making changes which will be of immediate and long
range benefit to both the students for whom the curriculum is being revised and the community in which it is to
be used.
A bulletin prepared by Homer Kempfer and Graces.
Wright shows that, in 100 public evening schools in thirty
1The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondarg School Principals (Washington, D. C.: 1956), pp.
181-1 2.
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six states, courses in the following fields were taught
in one or more of the schools during the fall, winter or
the spring terms of 1948-49: business education (typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping, commercial law, and the like);
trade and industrial education (electricity, machine shop,
meat cutting, television, and the like); arts and craft,
homemaking, English and speech, health, safety, physical
education and recreation, mathematics, foreign languages,
migrant education, music, social studies, science, family
life education, psychology and personal development, agriculture, elementary education, and a few miscellaneous
courses including lip reading and navigation. 1
The Leadership Role of the School
Most educational leaders recognize that the responsibilities of the schools mean more than the kinds of
activities that can be carried on within the school house.
Frequently, this desire to serve the community finds expression in the development of some kind of community center establishing adult courses, providing recreation programs, improving an understanding of economy, improving
health and sanitary conditions, and other types of programs which are conceived to inspire the community and in
other ways contribute to the achievement of the "good life
for all."

Such programs often become school goals.

1 Ibid., p. 191.
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Administrators and teachers frequently become devoted to
the objectives which, when accomplished, can result in a
better community for all citizens .
But desirable as such objectives may be, and however substantial the actual improvements are , community
goals cannot be determined by the school alone .

Too often

the well- intentioned efforts of educational leaders place
the school in the center of community development activities.

The school is an integral part of the community--

not something apart from it.
Community development depends upon the coordination of the many social, educational, and economic organizations which share responsibility . 1 The leadership that
the school exerts should not be that of setting its own
independent goals for community change, but rather that of
an institution arriving at its goals cooperatively with
other community organizations and agencies and having their
understa~ding and support.

Only then is the school an in-

tegral part of the community in both planning and process.
Committee on Education
A committee on education appointed by the United
States Chamber of Commerce in 194~-45, secured data designed to answer the question, "Does education increase

1Burton W. Kreitlow, Rural Education : Community
Backgrounds (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1954),
pp. 163-167.
~
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the productive and consuming capacity of a people?"

The

data were secured in the United States and in other countries, and after a thorough analysis , the following conclusions were drawn:
1. Education is an essential instrument through
which commerce , industry , and agricultural concepts
can be expanded . A rather close relationship was
found between the amount of educational attainments
and retail sales, income , magazine circulating , and
salaries paid various workers.
2 . Regardless of the abundance of natural resources there is evidence both in the United States
and abroad that economic well being reflects a high
level of education.
3. Since education has been and should continue
to be a local function--at least on the state level ,
every commun:ty should set to work to utilize education as a lever for its own advancement and should
join in a state program for similar ad~ancement.
4 . The cost of adequate education is an investment that local citizens and businessmen can well afford in increased measure, when related step by step
to the improveL..ent of local economic conditions.
5. The quality of education is not the same in
all areas. Educational programs must be made to apply more directly to the needs of the people.
6 . Mere technical education is not enough. Cultural education must accompany technical education to
develop the appetites of the people for better living .I
The Community School
The major function of every school is that of providing an educational program.

It has already been indi-

cated that the relationship of a school to its community

1National Advisory Committee on Education, Federal
Relations to Education (Washington, D. C.: National
Capitol Press , 1944), p. 5.
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is affected by the degree to which school organization
corresponds to natural community boundaries and the concept of its leadership role which the school assumes. Of
even greater importance, however, to the development of
a community school is the nature of the educational program provided.
A school is a community school to the extent that
it derives its program from the problems of the people
whom the school serves and draws upon all of the resources
available in attempts to solve them.

Goslin gave emphasis

to the importance of schools which realistically relate
curriculum and activity to the area in which the school is
located.

Be indicated three areas of relationships which

must be developed and exist at a high order if the schools
in rural America are to meet the responsibilities of their
communities, the nation, and the world.
fied as:

These were identi-

(1) a relationship between the school and our

system of freedom and democracy, (2) a relationship between
the school and its environment, the land in all of its aspects, and (3) a relationship between the school and the
economic flow and development and welfare of its community.l
The schools of rural communities, because of the
relative ease by which intimate acquaintance and mutual endeavors are, could be realized and have a unique opportunity to develop into community schools.

These schools serve

1Adopted from the Address of Willford B. Goslin.
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as the center for many community activities and use these
same activities as the care about which learning activities revolve.

Rural schools and rural education are dis-

tinctive and meaningful to the extent to which they are
tailor-made in a community by community basis.

It is the

responsibility of all who are interested in the educational well being of ~ural people to help these community
schools emerge .

CHAPTER III
THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS OF PINE VALLEY
SCHOOL COMMUNITY PATRONS
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze and
describe the population characteristics of the community
as a predicate for the improving of the program of adult
education for the community.
An analysis of the population will include:
1. General description of the Rodessa Community.
2. General description of the Pine Valley School
patrons.

3. The economic status of the Pine Valley School
patrons.

4. The sociological status of the Pine Valley
'

School patrons.
Historical Background
Pine Valley School is located in Rodessa, Louisiana,
a small town in Northwest Louisiana.

Rodessa, with a pop-

ulation of 2,000, is one precinct capitol of Caddo Parish.
Industrial payrolls in Rodessa are provided by a variety
of small industries.

Oil, which provides one of the main

sources of income, is found in considerable quantities
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around the town.

Other sources of payroll income are

from flour mills, cotton oil mill, cotton gin, canning
and processing plant, and from many small farms.
Rodessa is located in a rich farming area in the
Red River Valley.

The soil ranges from black heavy to

a lighter and generally sandy type.

The black land pro-

duces cotton, corn, feed grain of all kinds, peanuts and
various other crops .

An abundance of native pecan trees

supplement the income of many of the farmers living within
the community.
Rodessa is located within the Northwest corner of
Louisiana, close to the Texas and Arkansas State Line.
Within the Rodessa area is found Black Bayou, Hosston Dam,
Caddo Lake, and the Red River.

The transportation system

is furnished by the Kansas City Railroad, two bus lines
and several truck lines .
nished by Caddo Lake.

The main water supply is fur-

Rodessa is served by two public

schools, one for whites and one for Negro, which enrolled
approximately 1,000 students .
Table I shows an analysis of the population as
described.
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TABLE I

THE RODESSA COMMUNITY

Population

2,000

Negro Population

500

Number of Negro Families
including Outlying Areas
Served by the Pine Valley
School

500

Area

80 sq . miles

Chief Economy

Oil, and Farming

Other Economies

Industry
Railroads
Connnercial work
Personal service
Domestic service

Economic Status of the Pine Valley School Community
As has been indicated, the Negro population of
Rodessa comprises approximately 500 families.

School

rolls indicate that approximately 500 Negro families are
served by the school community.

These families have an

approximate average of from three or four persons per
family.
I ncome Summary
An examination of Table II reveals that the sources

of income for · the Negro family are varied.

Farming is the
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chief source of family income, yet many laborers are employed in defense work at the Red River Arsenal near
Texarkana, Texas, Barksdale Field, saw mills, pulp wood
cutting, oil fields, railroads, commercial establishments,
and domestic establishments which provide employment and
income.

TABLE II
CHIEF SOURCES OF INCOME FOR ADULTS

NUMBER OF
FAMILIES

PERCENT

Chief source of income farming

260

52

Chief source of income industrial work

85

18

Chief source of income commercial work

67

;I.3

Chief source of income domestic work

12

2

Chief source of income miscellaneous

6

1

Chief source of income defense work

70

14

500

100

INCOME

TOTAL

Family incomes are rather low.

Yet it is diffi-

cult to make an exact statement concerning the average income of the Negro families of the community because of the
reluctance to reveal their exact income.

Estimates of
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financial status may be found in Table III.

From such

sources as tax returns, bank deposits, publicized payrolls, and interviews with financial leaders of the community, it may be estimated that the average Negro family
income in the community is between $1800 and :2080 per year.
Generally, the economic status of the Pine Valley
School patrons may be classified as ranging from the low
and middle to the poorer economic classes.

Yet the group

compares favorably from the economic standpoint with other
Negro families in the southern part of our nation.

The

economic conditions offer several favorable situations for
the future development of a more extensive program of adult
education.

Among them are stability of residence and a

need for economic improvement to be satisfied by a growing
awareness and assumption of adult responsibilities.
TABLE III
·AMOUNT OF ANNUAL INCOME PER FAMILY
INCOME LEVEL

,NUMBER OF
FAl-0:LIES

1

PERCENT

1

Number of incomes below
$500 per year
Number with incomes
$501-$800 per year
Number with incomes
$801-$1200 per year
Number with incomes
$1201-$1500 per year
Number with incomes
$1501-$2500 per year
Number with incomes above $2500
TOTAL

6

1

24

5

64

13

324

64

5'1+
28
500

11
6
100
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Home Owners and Renters
An examination of Table IV reveals the status of
home ownership in the Pine Valley School community.

Of

the 500 families, one hundred- fifty own their own homes.
The other three hundred-fifty families are renters or
tenant farmers.

Of 150 families , one hundred thirty-

eight rent; two hundred-twelve are tenant farmers.

The

percentage of home ownership should be higher .
The rental status does not assure so much stability in community life as does home ownership.

The number

of Negroes who own their homes in the Pine Valley School
community is increasing .

Home ownership has been one of

the basis on which a program of adult education has been
established.

At the same time, the factor of non-ow-nership

must be considered as an important factor by those in the
community concerned with the progress of such a program.
TABLE IV
PATRONS STATUS OF HOME Ov/NERSHIP IN THE CONMUNITY

FAMILIES
Number of families owning
their own homes
Number of families who rent
Number of families who are
tenant farmers

TOTAL

' NUMBER OF
, FAMILIES

I

PERCENT

138

30
28

212

42

,oo

100

150
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Home Physical Conditions
What are the actual physical and cul tural conditions of the homes in the Pine Valley School community?
Of the 500 Negro family homes in the district,
160 are frame dwellings.

Though it was impossible to se-

cure the correct data about tbe'houses, appearances show
that at least many are unpainted .

The physical conditions

are described in Table V.

TABLE V
PHYSICAL COHDITIONS OF FAr.:ILY HOMES

FAMILY HOMES

Number of homes more than twenty
years old

I
I

NUMBER OF,
HOMES

PERCENT

50

10

100

25

50

10

450

90

50

10

Number of homes with electricity

250

50

Number of homes with electrical
appliances

250

50

50

10

Number of homes less than two
years old
Number of homes with lndoor
sanitary facilities
Number of homes with outdoor
sanitary facilities
Number of homes with indoor
running water

Number of homes painted
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Most of the Negro fa:~ily homes do not compare favorably with the average Caucasian hoffie in the community.

'"' proper sanitary faciliOnly fifty of the 500 homes have
ties.

That is, most of the families have outdoor toilets.

Running water in the home is a rarity.

Because of the

rural electrification program, electrical services are
superior to sanitary services.

Most of the homes have at

least one or more electrical appliances.

These are mostly

television sets and radios.
Home Cultural Opportunities
Most of the families have radios, television sets,
pianos, and other musical instruments.
homes subscribe to a newspaper.

Over half of the

Every home has a Bible and

a small selection of old school books .
Kost of the families admitted they read very littl~.
The majority of them reported that they watch ~estern and
detective stories on television.

Every parent contacted

stated they were interested in their children receiving an
education.

Most agreed however, they were not economically,

educationally, or culturally equipped to afford their children as much cultural assistance as they desire.
Transportation
The possession of modern transportation facilities
is an accepted benefit of modern American way of life. In
our boast of high American standards of living, the
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individual . possession of automobiles is often mentioned .
The automobile has ceased to be a luxury to the American
people , but a necessity to a way of life .

Yet many of

the Negro families in the Pine Valley Community cannot
make that boast.

Of the 500 fam~lies in the Pine Valley

School Community, 140 own automobiles .

The lack of auto-

mobile ownership is another indication of the relatively
modest income of the average patron of the Pine Valley
School Community.
Migrant Families
The Pine Valley School Community is not a community of migrant workers .
classified as migratory.

Only forty of the families can be
Of the other 460 families , at

least 50 per cent have lived in the community more than
five years.

Some families have been in this area for more

than a generation.

Stability of residence has both eco-

nomic and sociological implications and affords one basis
upon which a program of civic education may be stabilized .
Religious Status
The Pine Valley School patrons are very interested
in religious activities .
are shown in Table VI .

Specific data on these activities
The membership rolls of the com-

munity churches show more members than they actually have.
I t may be seen in Table VI that church attendance
and financial support are very good.

The interest in the

work of the church_is a good basis for civic improvement
projects such as those envisioned in this study .

Of 500

families , 400 report that some members of the family are
church goers .

Of this group 288 attend church regularly

and 296 attend Sunday School .
profess the Baptist Faith.
nearly as strong .

For the most part , they

However , the Methodist are

Most of the young people like to at-

tend Sunday School, but the church services are not as
well attended .
TABLE VI
RELIGIOUS STATUS OF COMMUNITY PATRONS
FAMILIES

I

NUMBER

I

PERCENT

Number of families who report that
they belong to some church

400

80

Number of families who report that
they attend church regularly

288

58

Number of families who report that
they contribute financially to the
church

364

73

Number of Baptist members

250

50

Number of Methodist members

100

20

Number of other denominations

50

10

Nu,mber of members who attend
Sunday School regularly

296

59
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Social and Civic Affiliations and Participation
The patrons of the Pine Valley School Community
are interested in social activities .

Tabl e VII will im-

pl y that these people are ready for cultural development .
A

large number of the patrons have already stated that

they would welcome an opportunity to work for any worthwhile program in the name of education.
Quite a number of the patrons stated that the program of adult education had helped people to keep up with
the rapid changes taking place in all phases of life.
TABLE VII
PINE VALLEY PATRONS SOCIAL AND CIVIC
AFFILIATION AND PARTICIPATION

FAMILIES

I

NUMBER

I

PERCENT

Number of families belonging to
one or more social or civic organizational clubs

210

42

Number of families belonging to
lodges

105

21

Number of families belonging to
social clubs

84-

17

Number of families belonging to
social missionary circles

87

17

Number of families belonging to
other groups

13

3

361

72

Number of families interested in
participation in civic and community improvement projects
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The Negro families in the community do not manifest an active interest in civic affairs.

In this com-

munity, after most of the patrons go to the courthouse
and qualify, they still have the same old feeling that
their votes are futile.

Hence, they refuse to vote.

The Sociological Status of the Pine Valley School
Community
A knowledge of the sociological status of the
population of a community is necessary for the success of
a program of adult education.

A consideration of socio-

logical status also carries with it the necessity of considering religious, civic, fraternal, political and other
affiliations.

A

consideration of the sociological status

and various affiliations of the Pine Valley School patrons
follows:
Family Status
The number of families has already been listed as
500, of whom approximately one-third live in homes which
they own.

These families average approximately two chil-

dren per family.
Divorce is not common among the Pine Valley Negro
families .
Health Status
Despite the lack of proper sanitation, the general
health conditions of the Pine Valley School Community are
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good .

Much of the credit for this situation may be attri-

buted to the efficiency of the Parish Heal th Unit . Regular
visitations by doctors and nurses are a part of the health
program.
port .

Good hospital facilities are available in Shreve-

Many patrons have hospitalization insurance .

The

rate of infant mortality is still higher than should be . A
few of the patrons have been contacted by insurance agents
for the purpose of selling them policies that were not
available to Negroes in the past .

Data concerning family

health status may be found in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
HEALTH STATUS OF PATRONS IN COMMUNITY

FAMILIES
Number of families in good health
at the present time

I

NUMBER

I

PERCENT

440

88

Number of families with serious
illnesses in the past two years

60

12

Number of families with at least
one child'death in the family

80

16

Number of families with more than
one child death in family

40

8

Number of families hospitalized
within the last two years

48

10

Number of families with health
and hospitalization insurance

386

65

22

4

Number of families with children
whose school absentee is due to
illness
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A summary of family talents is found in Table IX.
Families of the Pine Valley School Community have varied
interests just as many other small communities.

These

interests were orientated by the progenitors of the program of adult education.
ested in music .

Many of the families are inter-

Members from forty families can play some

kind of musical instrument.

Negro church choirs and smaller

groups sing beautiful spirituals made famous by their foreparents .

Although the Negro is still singing spirituals,

the present generations do not sing them as well as it ls
believed that their ancestors sang .

As the year¥ go by,

Negro children find it difficult to-appreciate good music.
Although music is being taught ln the schools, it is not
enough to overshadow their appreciations for the inferior
type of music.

TABLE IX
FAHILY TALENTS OF COMMUNITY PATRONS
FliMILIES

t

Number of families who are interested in music
Number of families who play some
musical instrument
Number of families who sing
Number of families who have some
artistic ability
Number of families who are interested in receiving instruction in art
Number of families who are interested in some form of dramatics
Number of families who have manual
dexterity
Number of families who are interested in folk dancing

NlJMBER

I

PERCENT

400

80

40
200

8

40

75

15

50

10

100

20

120

24

65

13
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V.iany members of the Pine Valley School families
have artistic ability .

Some adults express an interest

in receiving instruction in drawing and painting .

Some

are interested in participating in dramatics , some in
music, and typing .

These are factors which influence

planning for more extensive programs of adult education.
Social Ad j ustment
As previously stated , divorces are infrequent . It
may be added that the same condition is tr~e in regard to
crime.

There is little or no evidence of crime in the com-

munity .

No permanent re~ident of the community has a peni -

tentiary record.
meanors .

Few have been convicted of minor misde-

There have been no major crimes among the Negro

population in a number of years .
are rare .

Drunkenness and brawls

Juvenile delinquency , except for a few petty

thefts and truancy occur in small proportions .
patrons are law abiding .

Pine Valley

As a result, they accept and are

ready to accept their responsibilities as other citizens .
Data concerning the moral conduct of Pine Valley School
Community patrons can be seen in Table X.
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TABLE X

MORAL CONDUCT OF COMMUNITY PATRONS

FAMILIES
Number of divorced families

I

NUMBER

PERCENT

32

6

Number with jail records

0

0

Number convicted of felonies
in the last five years

0

0

16

3

Number convicted of minor misdemeanors
Number of major crimes

1

.2

Number of juvenile delinquency
convictions

1

.2

Number of families with persistent absenteeism

22

5

Number of families considered
to be average citizens

428

85. 6

TOTAL

500

100

Education
Table XI reveals the educational status of the Pine
Valley School Community patrons.

It is evident that the

adult population has not attained a very high educational
level, except for those who are in th~ teaching profession.
Few, or no Negro college graduates live in the community.
Very few high school graduates have the opportunity to attend college .

From results of questionnaires administered
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through the schools, it has been determined that the educational level of the average adult in the community is the
fifth grade.

It was also found that the female members of

the community continued their schooling a year or two longer
than the male members .

These findings presented an obvious

need for the continuation of the adult education program.
The patrons are interested in the education of their
children as well as the improvement of themselves.

Each par-

ent interviewed expressed interest in these areas.

All par-

ents interviewed expressed the desire that their children
acquire a better education than they.

Of the 500 families interviewed, 450 expressed interest in participating in a program of civic education.

TABLE XI
THE EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF COMMUNITY PATRONS
FAMILIES
Number with members having some
college education
Number with members who completed
high school
Number with members who entered
high sohool
Number with members who did not
enter high school
Number with members who completed
fifth grade in school
Number with members who did not
reach the fifth grade
Average educational level of
family adults
Number of families interested in
their children's education
Number of families interested in a
program of adult civic education

I

NUMBER

l

PERCENT

14

3

66

13

96

19

314

63

220

41+

94

19

5th grade
410

82

100

20

CHAPTER IV
SUMNARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND EVALUATION
Summary
It has been the purpose in this paper to evaluate
the adul t education program by means of a community survey
and analysis of factors associated with the socio-economic
and educational status of the adults of the Pine Valley
School Community.

Upon the basis of data obtained, recom-

mendations for strengthening will be presented.
The data obtained from the analysis of the present
program reveal the following :
1 . The Negro population of the Rodessa Community is
in the minority , but out of community areas served by the
Rodessa School Community bring the total number of colored
families to 500.
2 . The Pine Valley School Community bases its economy primarily on agriculture, but industrial labor and domestic services also provide sources of income .

3. Family incomes are low, ranging from $1 , 000 to
$2 , 000 annually.

4. Home ownership is not characteristic of the community . Approximately 30 per cent, or a little less than
42

one-third , own their homes .

The remainder rent or become

tenant farmers .

5.

Physical conditions of the homes are poor. Many

are old and unpainted .

Few have indoor sanitar y facilities .

Most have electricity and some electrical appliances .
6 . The families have social stability .

There is

little evidence of crime and delinquency .

7. Pine Valley School patrons participate infrequently in political affairs .

8 . Families express a desire for greater social and
civic participation.

9 . Pine Valley School patrons belong to social clubs .
10. The Pine Valley School patrons are comparatively
religious .
11 . The health status of the community is good .
12. Family divorce and desertion are infrequent .

13. Automobile ownership is relatively small.
14 . The homes have few books .

15.

The educational level is low.

16. All families express a greater desire for the
development of educational opportunities .
Findings indicate that the financial status of the
Pine Valley School community is relatively low.

It has a

number of economic and political characteristics which are
significant for those who sponsor or wish to improve the
program of adult education.

These characteristics are :

1. The community population is stable despite the

lack of home ownership.
2 . The community is religiously inclined.

3. The patrons are law abiding citizens .
4. The community is interested in social organizations in which to participate .

5.

The community is interested in a program of

adult education.
Recommendations for Future Improvement of the
Adult Education Program
Point of View
The underlying philosophy of an improved program
will be based on the fundamental concept of democra+ic participation by all .

This philosophy embraces that of simi-

lar research in the field .

Among the more important com-

ponents of the philosophy are :
1. The development of understandings and appreciations for the democratic way of life.
2. Cultivate an interest in the improvement of community life .

3. Provide conditions which will permit the highest
development of physical and mental health.

4. Provide cultural environment for the community.
Recommendations
Projects which do not develop interest and allow
for participation should, after a fair trial, be abandoned.
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Others should be continued and improved .
In strengthening the program of adult education,
the school and the plant should be the educational and
physical center of the activities .

Those activities may

and should embrace the entire community.
The program should , from the beginning , enlist the
active support of organizations in the community .

The sup-

port of the Parent-Teachers Association, the churches , and
the lodges in particular, are important .

Co_.mittees from

these organizations should be enlisted to assist in the preparation

of the-~r~liminary organizations in the planning .
There are many activities and projects which can be

used to stimulate ;nterest and increase participation in
the adult education program .

The first three acti vity pro-

jects selected-.are designed to remedy or eliminate any civic
weaknesses which the analysis of the data in Chapter III revealed .

The projects are:

better home living; and (2)

(1)
1f

A

program of education for

program of education for cet-

ter civic participation.
The data analyzed in Chapter III reveal ed that the
physical conditions of Pine Valley homes are not good .

It

is significant that following a complete survey of home
physical conditions in the community that all patrons be informed of the findings .

Com..~unity meetings should be held

to discuss problem areas discovered .

Following these meet-

ings actual improvements may be commenced.

Among the pro-

jects the following improvements are suggested :

lt:6

Meetings and classes should be held with home specialists to discuss improvement in home furnishings and
conditions, landscaping , flower gardens and the like . The
school workshop can become a community gathering place
where adults can cooperate in the evenings on the manufacturing of home furnishings .

A community cooperative house

painting project may be undertaken with cooperative buying
and painting .

The community should begin, as far as fi -

nances and time ·will allow , the project of an improved program of home sanitation .

Because of the expense and be-

cause of the rural nature of many of the homes , this presents a difficult problem to solve .

More beautiful , com-

fortable, and healthful homes and grounds should develop a
greater community pride and further expand the program of
adult education.
It was pointed out that few Negroes in the area
knew ho": to vote, and just a few exercised that right . It
is recommended that the program include some training for
citizenship.

The importance of poli tical participation

should be emphasized .

As far as the school is concerned ,

the political aspects should be non- partisan.

The Negro

citizen should be urged to employ the full rights of citizenship .

As part of the public supported public school

system of the community, the Pine Valley School may encounter some di fficulty in securing permission to use the
school plant for a voting precinct .
sure to come as a result.

Criticism would be
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If the leaders of the white section of the community are informed of the full value and possibilities for
a program of cornnhmi ty improvement through Negro adult education, it is likel y that they would be in accord with the
idea .
Art classes for adults are also recommended .

A

number of the patrons are interested in classes in the afternoon and evenings after school hours .

They.want to

learn drawing, painting and other forms of creative expression.

This program will call for competent teachers in

their respective fields .
The patrons of the Pine Valley School Community are
'

interested in bnsil"'.ess training , especially the recent high
school graduates .

The recent high school graduates who can

not afford a regular four year college education, are interested in securing business training .
There are many agricultural improvement projects.
Working in cooperation with the agricultural agencies , the
school may serve as a center for the promotion of soil conservation projects , better production, and better distribution of products .

Support of farm organizations for the

youth, such as , the New Farmers of America , is urged .

A

school canning plant , agricultural demonstration programs ,
assistance in the preparation of agricultural exhibits , the
promotion of the dairy industry, orchards , and other farm
or agricultural projects should be considered .
A.rnong other future activities which may be proposed
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as a part of the program are the follcwing :

industrial

training programs , nurseries for pre- school children of
working parent$ , summer programs for children and adults ,

community planning a better library, community recreation
centers and recreational prograrrs , automobile repair shop ,
junk

and scrap drives , heal th programs , and many others .

The acti vity program may serve at all times to improve com.munity civic education.
The proposed program requires financial support
that will come from the State.

Since a certain amount of

money is appropriated by the State all of the proposed activities or courses cannot be implemented at the same time .
As the program grows , more financial support and personnel
may be expected to materialize .
Evaluation
The program should be continually evaluated and improved.

Barr , Burton, and Brueckner state that , "Any pro-

gram £or appraising the characteristics of the educational
product should be carefully planned and systematized. 111
The program should be evaluated on the basis of the
development of effective cooperation in action , work and
study habits , social attitudes , cultivation of si£nificant

~=-

lA. s. Barr , William
Eurton, and Leo J . Brueckner,
Su( ervision ( New York : Appleton-Century- Crofts , Inc .,
19+-7 ), p . 206 .
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interests , development of increased appreciation of music ,
art, and other aesthetic experiences , devel opment of social
and civi c consciousness , and development of a better philosophy of life .

APPENDIX
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QUESTIONNAIRE
1 . Are you the male head of a family?______
2 . Do you have a wife?

-----

3. Are you and your wife now living together?_ _ __

4.

Do

5.

What is your occupation?

you have chil dren?_____

6. Does your wife

How many?_ _ __

-------------work?
-------

?. How much is your family yearly income?------8. Do you own your home?------

9. How old is your home?-----10. Is your home painted?______

11. Are you a tenant or a renter?------12. What type of toilet do you use?

13.

(indoor or outdoor)

Do you have electricity?______

14. Do you have running water?_ _ _ __
15. 1·.1hat electrical appliances do you own?________
16. Do you have any musical instruments?_________
What kind?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

17. Do you or your wife play an instrument?______
What kind?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1S. Do you have a library?_____ How many books?_ _ __
19. Name some of the books you have in your library .

/
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20. Do you subscribe to a newspaper or magazine?_ _ _ __
Give name

21 .

-------------Do you have a radio?
do you listen to

------ What
most?
-------

type of program

22 . Do you listen to political speeches?______
23 . Do you have a television?

-----

What program do you

watch most?

------------

24 . Name the organizations to which you belong .

25. How many of your family members belong to church?_ __
Do they attend church regul arly?_______

Sunday

School_ _ _ _ _ _ Youth auxillaries
26 . Do your family members contribute financially to the
church?_ _ _ _ _ __
27 . To what church denomination do most of your family members belong?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
28 . Do you own an automobile?_ _ _ __

What model?_ _ __
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